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"PROJECT MEGIDDO" is the title of an F.B.I. analysis giving their strategic assessment of the potential for domestic terrorism in the United States, undertaken in anticipation of, or response to, the arrival of the new millennium.

This assessment consists of thirty two pages and has been made available to law enforcement offices nationwide. The document is posted at the F.B.I. web site, www.fbi.gov.

You may also view the document by clicking here: "PROJECT MEGIDDO"

There are three outstanding and significant points about the F.B.I.'s "PROJECT MEGIDDO":

1) It targets only those of the conservative right as potential domestic terrorists- "As the millennium approaches, various right wing groups pose a threat to American society."

2) It is basically devoid of any evidence or documentation backing up the outrageous claims that religious convictions and/or militia paranoia will cause some to attempt to bring on the end of the world. The F.B.I. even admits, in their analysis, that they do not have specific indications of any threats from any such right wing group: "The Project Megiddo intelligence initiative has identified very few indications of specific threats to domestic security." Lacking any evidence or documentation, the F.B.I.'s "Project Megiddo" alludes to some potential new clandestine group that "may conceivably form" to engage in violence: "Armed with the urgency of the millennium as a motivating factor, new clandestine groups may conceivably form to engage in violence toward the U.S. Government or its citizens." Lacking any documentation or even indicators, the report incredibly gives, as its "final analysis", the illogic that their hypothesis is as likely to happen as not: "In the final analysis while making specific predictions is extremely difficult, acts of violence in commemoration of the millennium are just as likely to occur as not."

3) The report gives the specific date of January 1, 2000 as the time for these unknown, undocumented clandestine groups that "may conceivably form" to strike: "The majority of domestic terrorist, like the general public, place a greater significance on January 1, 2000."

The illogic, false assumptions, lack of evidence, and hearsay, which is throughout the analysis, causes the judicious to summarize the report as either stupid or sinister.

Considering the contents of the report and the present reputation of the F.B.I. and their bed fellows (the Jewish ADL and the Southern Poverty Law Center), the latter seems to be the most likely.

As elaborated upon on page 6 of this document, the sinister plan appears to be the framing of conservative, right wing, Christian groups and patriotic militias using agent provocateurs. It's an age old plan used by the Roman emperor, Nero, who burned Rome and blamed the Christians.

This report outlines a plan of action for the enlightened Christian and others to take to foil any such sinister plan.
The Crux of the F.B.I. Analysis

The crux or theme of the F.B.I. analysis is stated in the beginning of the report with the explanation of why the F.B.I. would use a Bible term as its title. "The Hebrew word 'Armageddon' means 'hill of Megiddo.' In English the word has come to represent battle itself. The name 'Megiddo' is an apt title for a project that analyzes those who believe the year 2000 will usher in the end of the world and who are willing to perpetrate acts of violence to bring that end about."

The crux is that there is a group that have a belief that they are to perpetrate acts of violence to bring about the end of the world.

Now, bringing on the end of the world is a serious scenario. No wonder the F.B.I. devoted a thirty-two page report to it and held a closed door meeting about it with the International Association of Chief of Police in Charlotte, North Carolina in October of 1999. It is so serious that the first question for any intelligent, concerned citizen, in or out of law enforcement, should be, "Who is planning to do such a thing?"

Amazing as it may be, the F.B.I. report doesn't "have the foggiest", as they say. That is, there is absolutely no documentation in the entire report to back up their proposed scenario of someone wanting to bring on the end of the world. (It should be noted that the F.B.I. does reference an anti-Christian web site, www.religioustolerance.org/cultsign.htm, run by an admitted witch, an agnostic and an atheist which, in turn, links to a neo-pagan web site whose claimed expertise is in druidism, paganism, witchcraft and magic.) There is no religious writing quoted, no book mentioned to read, no pamphlet or tract referred to, no testimony of an insider, absolutely nothing is documented. What then does this proposed hypothesis of the F.B.I. become? Nothing but hearsay. Hearsay from an agency who says they did no wrong in Waco, Texas or Ruby Ridge, Idaho.

The F.B.I. may not know any specifics about who it will be who have a religious conviction to bring on the end of the world with acts of domestic terrorism, but they do seem to know who will not be committing acts of terrorism in the beginning of the next millennium. They tell us, in their analysis, it will not be left wing, militant groups (such as the Jewish Defense League) nor will it be the more established and organized terrorist groups that they already know exist.

The prudent man would ask, if the F.B.I. doesn't know specifically what group or groups would desire to take on such an undertaking, how is it they would know specifically who would not do such a thing? Their reasoning and logic, or shall we say illogic, is given on page four of the report: "In the absence of intelligence that the more established and organized terrorist groups are planning millennial violence as an organizational strategy, violence is most likely to be perpetrated by radical fringe members of established groups." Such reasoning is like unto saying, "In the absence of intelligence that the democrats are planning political blackmail as an organizational strategy, political blackmail is most likely to be perpetrated by the republicans in the next millennium." Such reasoning is ludicrous.

At least the report could have said something to the effect: "We must not rule out domestic terrorism being committed by known left wing terrorist groups such as the Jewish Defense League, etc., etc." By failing to do so, think of the open door the F.B.I. has given to such known terrorist groups. Terrorist groups plan and commit terrorist acts with the desire and intent of not getting caught. How convenient the F.B.I. has made it for the known terrorist leaders to reason that the time to commit such acts is on January 1, 2000 all because the F.B.I.'s "Project Megiddo" has told the world only right wing groups...
would do such a thing: "As the millennium approaches various right wing groups pose a threat to American society."

HOW IGNORANT AND DUMB DOES THE F.B.I. THINK LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AND THE AMERICAN CITIZENS ARE?

Let's face it. To bring about the end of the world is a pretty big project. To pull off such a job would require a lot of resources, planning, organization, net working, etc. Surely the F.B.I. could infiltrate something this big and elaborate, to get names, documents, recordings, etc., and could get some kind of tangible evidence of such a sinister undertaking.

The sane law enforcement official and American citizen would ask for some evidence of specific threats to commit domestic terrorism with the intent to bring on the end of the world.

The F.B.I. admit, in their report, that they have nothing specific: "The Project Megiddo intelligence initiative has identified very few indications of specific threats to domestic security." The most the F.B.I.'s Project Megiddo offers is some indicators of potential violence: "Without question, this initiative has revealed indicators of potential violent activity on the part of extremist in this country." And one would ask what are the indicators of people wanting to commit acts of violence to bring on the end of the world? The F.B.I. tells us in the next sentence: "Militias, adherents of racist belief systems such as Christian Identity and Odinism, and other radical domestic extremists are clearly focusing on the millennium as a time of action. Certain individuals from these various perspectives are acquiring weapons, storing food and clothing, raising funds through fraudulent means, procuring safe houses, preparing compounds, surveying potential targets, and recruiting new converts." One asks, is storing food and clothing and owning weapons (as most Americans do), indicators of people who intend to commit acts of violence? Particularly people who intend to bring on the end of the world? What need would such people have of food and clothing if they believed it was time for the end of the world? Furthermore, if money is being raised by fraudulent means by groups that are going to commit domestic terrorism, then why doesn't the F.B.I. charge them with a crime? They have plenty of laws to do so, including racketeering laws and thus could close down any such groups before they perpetrate their alleged plans of domestic terrorism. For the F.B.I. to know about the raising of funds fraudulently, preparing compounds, surveying potential targets and recruiting new converts, then they must have agents as plants within the groups gathering intelligence data. After all, this is what the F.B.I. does isn't it? Yet, still they give no documentation or evidence in their "Project Megiddo" report and no one specifically to alert law enforcement of.

Perhaps the reason why this is, is because the F.B.I. then tells us that the groups that are going to commit acts on January 1, 2000, are "new clandestine groups"! "Armed with the urgency of the millennium as a motivating factor, new clandestine groups may conceivably form to engage in violence toward the U.S. Government or its citizens." The word "clandestine" means: "secret". Now it becomes clear why the F.B.I. cannot give more specifics. The acts of violence are going to be performed by new secret groups that have yet to manifest themselves on the scene. But if that is the case, how does the
F.B.I. know their motive, that they are right wing groups, that they are stockpiling food, clothing, weapons, raising funds fraudulently, scoping out targets, etc., etc?

Notice their words "new clandestine groups may conceivably." What is this "may conceivably" doing in an intelligence report? How intelligent is it for us to be told right wing groups "may conceivably" try to bring on the end of the world but that it's inconceivable that known established, left wing terrorist groups (such as the Jewish Defense League) would do acts of violence at the beginning of the millennium? (One wonders if this F.B.I. analysis should not be called an unintelligent report rather than an intelligence report.)

To further insult one's intelligence, the F.B.I.'s "Project Megiddo" gives us their "final analysis ": "In the final analysis while making specific predictions is extremely difficult, acts of violence in commemoration of the millennium are just as likely to occur as not. (But remember, if it does occur, it can only be right wing groups that are responsible.)

The F.B.I. cannot get any more specific except to state that their hypothesis "may conceivably" happen and that the things that they are saying, "are just as likely to occur as not" and will be done by "new clandestine groups" but yet when it does happen, they know the motive and the two general groups responsible and even the time period it will happen in.

The motive will be, an "urgency of the millennium". "Armed with the urgency of the millennium, as a motivating factor, etc., etc. " The F.B.I. claims two general groups responsible will be a group called Christian Identity and the militia. "Militias, adherents of racist belief systems such as Christian Identity...are clearly focusing on the millennium as a time of action." The time will be January 1, 2000. "The majority of domestic terrorists, like the general public, place a greater significance on January 1, 2000. " (Again, if it's going to be a "new clandestine group", how do they know all this?)

HAS ANYONE HEARD OR KNOWN OF SUCH A THING?

Think about this. Has anyone ever heard of or read about a Christian religious group that believes they can and are required to bring on the end of the world, January 1, 2000 (or any other date for that matter)? And who would want to? For to bring on the end of the world is to end your life which is in itself suicide. What right wing, conservative, Christian group would want to commit suicide and/or advocate it? To bring on the end of the world would be to bring on the death of innocent people. Again, what Christian group would or does advocate such a thing? This question has been posed nationwide on radio and no one has been able to identify such a group. Thus, if there is such a group, they must be so small as not to pose a threat to the end of the world.

But most importantly, what group (right wing or left) would be so stupid as to believe they could bring on the end of the world by committing domestic terrorism? Surely no one is that ignorant, including the team of F.B.I. agents that wrote the analysis, "Project Megiddo" (or the people who believe it).

THE TWO MAIN GROUPS TARGETED BY THE F.B.I.'S "PROJECT MEGIDDO"

The religious group targeted is "Christian Identity". Concerning the thing they call "Christian Identity", they say: "There is no single document that expresses this belief system. Then they say: "Christian Identity also believes in the inevitability of the end of the world and the second coming of Christ."
One must ask if there is no single document that expresses this belief system, then how do they know that Christian Identity believes in the inevitability of the end of the world? Again, there are no footnotes here, no documentation whatsoever. If there is no single document that expresses this belief system, then how can they lump this thing called "Christian Identity" into a single religious group?

If there is not a single document that expresses this belief system, then how did they come up with their description and definition of it? One has but to go to the web site of the Jewish Anti-Defamation League of the B'nai B'rith or to the web site of the Jewish run Southern Poverty Law Center to note the same definition and description as given in the F.B.I. report.

Obviously, the F.B.I. is getting its hearsay evidence from these two Jewish sources. The definition of hearsay evidence, according to Black's Law Dictionary. 5th Edition is: "Hearsay evidence is testimony in court of a statement made out of court, the statement being offered as an assertion to show the truth of matters asserted therein, and thus resting for its value upon the credibility of the out-of-court asserter. Evidence not proceeding from the personal knowledge of the witness, but from the mere repetition of what he has heard others say. That which does not derive its value solely from the credit of the witness, but rests mainly on the veracity and competency of other persons. The very nature of the evidence shows its weakness, and it is admitted only in specified cases from necessity."

Going beyond the obvious that the F.B.I. is getting its hearsay evidence from the Jewish ADL and the Southern Poverty Law Center, the question is, is it getting its orders from them as well? Recently, the head of the F.B.I.'s counter terrorism division went to work for the head of the ADL and the head of the F.B.I., Louis Freah is Jewish himself, and news reports have stated that the Southern Poverty Law Center is an information source for the F.B.I 20 (Note: The Anti-Defamation League has at its web site, an article entitled: "Y2K Paranoia: Extremist Confront the Millennium", which is suspiciously similar to the F.B.I.'s "Project Megiddo" report.)

There is no question, however, that these Jewish sources are not credible. Remember hearsay evidence rests upon "the veracity and competency of other persons."

Rabbi Daniel Lapin, in his book America's Real War, has come out as sort of a whistle blower on such Jewish organizations warning the American people that they lie, distort facts and even attempt to muzzle Christians. Speaking of such organizations, the Rabbi laments: "I am appalled by the great injustice being perpetrated by those Jewish organizations that engage in anti-Christian bigotry...today the shrill rhetoric and hate-filled propaganda found in their direct mail is discriminatory and divisive."

Why would the F.B.I. use such organizations as the Jewish ADL and the Southern Poverty Law Center for information on the conservative Christian right when even Rabbis like Mr. Lapin have told us: "The Anti-Defamation League (ADL) similarly published a book filled with unfair and untrue defamation of religious conservatives." Could it be the F.B.I. is not using the information from such Jewish sources, rather such Jewish sources are using the F.B.I. to spread their lies and slander and carry out their goals?

The question as to why the F.B.I. would get their hearsay evidence from such sources brings to mind the question why the Jewish ADL and the Southern Poverty Law Center are so anti the Christians who would believe that white people, in America, comprise the lost tribes of Israel? "Christian Identity is an ideology which asserts—that whites comprise the ten lost tribes of Israel." The answer becomes self evident when one considers that the political religious system, known as Jewish Zionism, has much to gain (economically and politically) with Christians believing they (the modern day people...
who call themselves Jews) are those people. In their own writings, they occasionally admit they are not. Take, for example, the following admission given in the 1980 Jewish Almanac: "Strictly speaking it is incorrect to call an ancient Israelite a "Jew" or to call a contemporary Jew an "Israelite" or a "Hebrew."\textsuperscript{25}

For any Christian group to believe anyone else could be of the tribes of Israel is for that group to be labeled "racist" by the F.B.I. "Adherents (of identity) refer to the Bible to justify their racist ideals (emphasis added)."\textsuperscript{26}

All of this brings us to the question of just how far will they try to go to stop a doctrine they do not approve of? The world has already seen in Waco, Texas how far the F.B.I. will go in wiping out an alleged cult.

\section*{A VERY PLAUSIBLE EXPLANATION OF THE F.B.I.'S BIZARRE "PROJECT MEGIDDO" REPORT}

This part of this analysis of the F.B.I.'s analysis, "Project Megiddo" may seem to some incredible, but it has far more credibility, logic, evidence and substance than does the F.B.I.'s "Project Megiddo".

It may seem incredible to some because it contains the element of conspiracy. It seems the F.B.I. wants people to believe that right wing, Christian people and patriotic, law abiding, militia people are CONSPIRING to commit terrorist acts and destroy innocent people. But how about a scenario of the F.B.I. (as an agency)\textsuperscript{27} CONSPIRING to commit terrorist acts to destroy innocent people. (Think about it. Were the people in Waco terrorized and destroyed and is not the F.B.I. being accused of conspiratorial cover up in the matter?)

When considering this possibility, then and only then, does the nonsense of the F.B.I.'s "Project Megiddo" make some sense.

The Russian K.G.B. has been in the past, the spying and persecuting arm of unscrupulous men. The Mossad has been a ruthless covert arm of the Israeli's, even to the point of allowing terrorist acts to be perpetrated against innocent people.\textsuperscript{28} Why then, is it inconceivable that the F.B.I. could be just as ruthless (we are talking about the F.B.I. that was found guilty of wrong doing in the death of a Christian woman in Ruby Ridge, Idaho and then there's the mass killings of Waco, Texas to add to their record.)

In the scenario given, it will be seen that the F.B.I. could be the tool of Jewish Zionists which we will discuss a little more further on in this analysis.

\section*{THE STRATEGIC BATTLE PLAN}

There may well be a strategic battle plan but it's not being planned and carried out by the Christian, conservative right. (Remember the F.B.I.'s "Project Megiddo" report, is, in their words, "an F.B.I. strategic assessment." One of the definitions of the word strategic is: "required for the conduct of war, designed or trained to strike an enemy".\textsuperscript{29}

First, the left wing, liberal Jewish owned and/or controlled media in America breaks the Y2K computer crisis story. The Y2K ball is readily picked up by the patriot groups, militia groups and conservative right wing, Christian groups, labeled by the ADL and Southern Poverty Law Center as "Identity".

Next, the Y2K fear, initially promoted by the left wing which, in turn, becomes the major concern of the right wing, is used by the F.B.I. as one of the motives for the soon to come violence from the right wing. Their report states that the militia believes: "The NWO will be set in motion by the Y2K computer crisis.— Religious motivation and the
NWO conspiracy theory are the two driving forces behind the potential for millennial violence— The volatile mix of apocalyptic religions and NWO conspiracy theory are the two driving forms behind the potential for millennial violence.  

"Religious beliefs, the Y2K computer problem and gun control laws all have the potential to become catalysts for such terrorisms, "

"According to the Minister of the True Church of Israel, anyone who holds any powerful political influence knows that the Y2K crisis may be the final fuse that will lead to the NWO. "

"The potential difficulty society may face due to the Y2K computer glitch is considered by a number of Christian Identity adherents to be the perfect event upon which to instigate a race war. 

The F.B.I. then puts out a report entitled "Project Megiddo" stating that domestic terrorist violence is expected to happen January 1, 2000 by two right wing groups identified as Christian Identity and the Militia. (In the meantime, the media, obeying instructions from the Southern Poverty Law Center, has demonized the word "Identity" and the concept of the militia in the minds of the people.)

Then agent provocateurs, disguised as a new, unheard of, unknown clandestine group, that is supposedly Christian Identity and Militia, commits a terrorist act or acts. What the act or acts would be is unknown at this time, but many suspect it could well be in the form of biological terrorism. The reason for this suspicion is due to recent news articles reporting how the F.B.I. and the Military are working with local officials simulating terrorists spreading Anthrax.  

Also, a Larry Harris, who claims to be Identity and a biological expert, and an ex-employee of the CIA, has written a book under the guise of being against biological terrorism when, in reality, he instructs how to do it. Harris has been a guest on many patriot type and conservative, Christian radio programs, constantly maintaining such a biological, terrorist act is inevitable (which it is not). When Mr. Harris was arrested some time ago for the possession of illegal biological substance, the first thing he said before the television cameras was that he was Identity. Again, the question arises, "How dumb do they think the people are?" Whatever the terrorist act or acts would be, the liberal media will be ready and waiting. As early as April 16, 1996, the media was instructed by Morris Dees, head of the Southern Poverty Law Center to "get" Identity. Morris Dees was a guest speaker at the National Press Club in Washington, D.C.

That meeting was televised on C-SPAN and broadcasted on public radio. Mr. Dees was asked by the President of the National Press Club, Sonja Hilligren: "Could you assess the role the press is playing in exposing 'hate groups and hate crimes' and what the press should be doing? " (Why is the press asking Morris Dees for instructions?) Mr. Dees response was basically that of an instructor or a boss telling them who to go sic. He replied: "I think the press is playing a very valuable role (notice the press is playing a role). The only thing that I would suggest is that we don't just find the John Trochmanns and the face cards of the militia movement, that we try to get those people who express the true views of the Christian Identity and other groups."

The public believes the liberal media is to get the truth but here we see their role and assignment is to get the people the Southern Poverty Law Center tells them to get. (For more information on this National Press Club meeting, order "Framing Deceit" from the LaPorte Church of Christ, PO Box 766, LaPorte, Colorado 80535.)

One can now visualize "Johnny on the spot" media covering the planned terrorist act. The Tom Brokaws will have field reporters on the scene.

Tom: "Sonja, do the police have any suspects?"

Sonja: Holding an earphone in her ear with one hand and a microphone in the other, she responds, "Yes, as a matter of fact they do, Tom. In fact, there is a nationwide roundup, so to speak, of the suspects and their leaders at the present time."
Tom: "Who are the suspects, anyway?"

Sonja: "They seem to be the religious fanatics of the radical right who believe they can and must bring on the end of the world and the militia fringe whose excessive paranoia of a New World Order and the Y2K have responded with provocative violence."

Tom: "Do we have much information about these people?"

Sonja: "Well, interestingly enough Tom, we do, thanks to the F.B.I. report entitled 'Project Megiddo' that quite frankly warned law enforcement in October of 1999."

Tom: "Sonja, does the F.B.I. expect any incidents in this so-called roundup?"

Sonja: "Well, actually Tom, the F.B.I. is only overseeing the roundup and assisting local law enforcement. As we said, the F.B.I. had already instructed law enforcement in their 'Project Megiddo' saying 'if any incidents do occur, be prepared to respond to the unique crisis they will represent.' The F.B.I. has made it clear that these people are not only armed and dangerous but in their own words 'could choose martyrdom when approached or confronted by law enforcement officers.'"

Now some may say this type of attempted Communist style purge cannot and/or would not happen in America. Using the F.B.I. logic one could say it "may conceivably" happen or "such actions are just as likely to occur as not". Regardless, there are things that can be done to stop such a sinister plan.

**PLAN OF ACTION**

1) **EXPOSURE**: Those who conspire to commit their evil deeds, under the cover of deceit and darkness cannot stand the exposure of the light of truth. Therefore, this report must be put into as many hands as possible before January 1,2000. Just doing this alone could stop any such sinister plans and if not, it would at least assist in bringing to justice the real guilty parties. Therefore:

a) This report is made available on the Internet at www.adl-ci.org and scripturesforamerica.org for any and all to copy and disseminate.

b) That dissemination should be sent to public officials, law enforcement, local independent media, congressmen, Christian leaders, State Attorney General's, etc. (Much of this can be done by a rapid moving, grass roots movement.)

(Additional copies of this report are available from the LaPorte Church of Christ, PO Box 766, LaPorte, Colorado, 80535 for an offering of $10.00 for 10 copies, $70.00 for 100 copies and $500.00 for 1,000 copies or by calling 307-745-5913 and leaving a message on the answering machine. The LaPorte Church of Christ has been commissioned by the Anti-Demonization League to dispense this report. (It should be noted that the LaPorte Church of Christ has, itself, been identified to law enforcement, by the ADL and the Southern Poverty Law Center, as a hate and terrorist group.)
2) **Alert Local Law Enforcement:** Understanding that the judgment of local law enforcement can be no better than the information upon which to make that judgment and understanding that the ADL and the Southern Poverty Law Center (and their F.B.I.) have been providing faulty, misleading information to law enforcement, this report must be placed into their hands. Thus, the Anti-Demonization League has commissioned the LaPorte Church of Christ to mail it to over nine thousand law enforcement agencies.

Also, since such groups as the ADL, F.B.I., Southern Poverty Law Center and the liberal media have been creating a new evil icon in the minds of the populous called "IDENTITY", the treatise entitled, "We are Not 'Gay', We are Not "Cannibals' and We are Not 'Identity"' is also being made available to law enforcement agencies. As the treatise shows, the Christian conservative right, that is believing and embracing the Anglo Israel truth may or may not be correct but such a belief does not make them criminals, racists or even terrorists as the ADL and the Southern Poverty Law Center would have law enforcement believe. This treatise is posted at the web sights www.adl-ci.org and www.scripturesforamerica.org and can be ordered from the LaPorte Church of Christ, Post Office Box 7667 LaPorte, Colorado 80535 for a $2.00 offering. (It is being made available free to law enforcement agencies.)

3) **Pray:** Most importantly, there must be prayers to stop any such sinister terrorist plans as exposed in this report. These prayers need to be offered up, day and night, prior to January 1, 2000 (Luke 18:1 8) . These prayers need to be offered in faith (Hebrews 1:1 and I John 5:4).

In order for Christians to lead a quiet and tranquil life in the next millennium, they must heed the words of I Timothy 2:13: "First of all, then, I urge that entreaties and prayers, petitions and thanksgivings, be made on behalf of all men, for kings and all who are in authority, in order that we may lead a tranquil and quiet life in all godliness and dignity. This is good and acceptable in the sight of God our Savior. "

The prayers should also be imprecatory in nature against the perpetrators of any such evil, sinister plans as addressed in this report. The Bible instructs Christians that "He who digs a pit will fall into it, and he who rolls a stone, it will come back on him. " (Proverbs 26: 27) This is the will of God, so pray it be done upon the enemies of Christ, Christians, truth and freedom.

Pray also for law enforcement whom the ADL, Southern Poverty Law Center and the F.B.I. seem to want to lead astray.

"He who leads the upright astray in an evil way will himself fall into his own pit, but the blameless will inherit good. " (Proverbs 28:10)

It is suggested that Psalm 83 be used as a guideline to such prayers.

"O God, do not remain quiet; Do not be silent, and, O God, do not be still. For, behold, Thine enemies make an uproar; And those who hate Thee have exalted themselves. They make shrewd plans against Thy people, And conspire together against Thy treasured ones They have said, 'Come, and let us wipe them out as a nation; That the name of Israel be remembered no more.' For they have conspired together with one mind; Against Thee do they make a covenant: The tents of Edom and the Ishmaelites, Moab, and the Hagarites; Gebal, and Ammon, and Amalek; Philistia with the inhabitants of Tyre; Assyria also has joined with them; They have become a help to the children of Lot, Deal with them as with Midian, as with Sisera and Jabin, at the torrent of Kishon, Who were destroyed at En-dor, Who became as dung for the ground. Make their nobles like Oreb and Zeeb, And all their princes like Zebath and Zalmunna, Who said, 'Let us possess for ourselves The pastures of God.' O my God, make them like the whirling dust;
Like chaff before the wind. Like fire that burns the forest, And like a flame that sets the mountains on fire, So pursue them with Thy tempest, And terrify them with Thy storm. Fill their faces with dishonor, That they may seek Thy name, O Lord. Let them be ashamed and dismayed forever; And let them be humiliated and perish, That they may know that Thou alone, whose name is the Lord, Art the Most High over all the earth."

A DAY OF PRAYER AND FASTING

The Anti-Demonization League has designated December 30, 1999 as a day of prayer and fasting concerning the matters of this report. Frankly, the situation is not unlike that described in the Bible's book of Esther. There, we read the plans made by conspirators in high places, backfired on them through the prayers and fasting of God's people.

"...And My people who are called by My name humble themselves and pray and seek My face and turn from their wicked ways, then I will hear from heaven, will forgive their sin, and will heal their land." (II Chronicles 7:14)

"But if you will truly obey his voice and do all that I say, then I will be an enemy to your enemies and an adversary to your adversaries." (Exodus 23:22)

"I call upon the Lord, who is worthy to be praised, and I am saved from my enemies." (Psalm 18:3)

"Blessed be the Lord God of Israel, for He has visited us and accomplished redemption for His people...Salvation from our enemies and from the hand of all who hate us." (Luke 1:68, 71)

December 30, 1999 has been chosen so Christian people can eat on December 31, 1999 and celebrate New Year's Eve and the next millennium with praise and thanksgiving, knowing their prayers have been answered.

"Surely there is a future..." (Proverbs 23:18)

"Do not fret yourself because of evildoers or be envious of the wicked. For there will be no future for the evil man; the lamp of the wicked will be put out." (Proverbs 24:19,20)

"WHAT IF?"

"What if", is a question that is being asked by the conservative Christian right that appears targeted for persecution.

If the "what if" happens, whatever the "what if" might be, Christians need to obey the many Bible admonitions not to fear and to be strong and courageous.

Historically, Christian men have faced the "what if" question, in light of potential tyrannical government persecution wherein bureaucrats on the pay roll thought they could absolve themselves of any guilt or wrong doing, with the words "I was only doing my job." Caesar's men were only doing their job when they threw the Christians to the lions. Stalin's men were just doing their job when they rounded up Christian people and put them in concentration camps. Aleksandr I. Solzhenitsyn has written about the times of Stalin. The following is an excerpt from The Gulag Archipelago. 1918-1956: An Experiment in Literary investigation, by Aleksandr I. Solzhenitsyn, Harper & Row, New York, 1973:

"And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things have been like if every Security operative, when he went out at night to make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and had to say good-bye to his family? Or if during periods of mass arrests, as for example in Leningrad, when they arrested a quarter of the entire city, people had not simply sat there in their lairs, paling with terror at every bang of the downstairs door and at every step on the staircase, but had
understood that they had nothing left to lose and had boldly set up in the downstairs hall an ambush of half a dozen people with axes, hammers, pokers, or whatever else was at hand? After all, you knew ahead of time that those bluecaps were out at night for no good purpose. And you could be sure ahead of time that you'd be cracking the skull of a cutthroat. Or what about the Black Maria sitting out there on the street with one lonely chauffeur—what if it had been driven off or its tires spiked? The Organs would very quickly have suffered a shortage of officers and transport and, notwithstanding all of Stalin's thirst, the cursed machine would have ground to a halt!

In the Christian history of America, as recorded in the history book The Light and the Glory by Peter Marshall and David Manuel, Christian men made proclamations in light of such potential tyranny:

"In the spirit, the new year of 1773 was rung in by the men of Marlborough. 'Death', they proclaimed unanimously on the first of January, 'is more eligible than slavery. A free-born people are not required by the religion of Jesus Christ to submit to tyranny, but may make use of such power as God has given them to recover and support their laws and liberties...[we] implore the Ruler above the skies, that He would make bare His arm in defense of His Church and people, and let Israel go."68

Thus, in light of such past proclamations, the following proclamation which is being proclaimed in the hearts and minds of Christian men throughout America, is given in way of closing:

**PROCLAMATION OF WARNING**

In as much as history teaches that public officials can and often do make the fatal mistake of attempting to harm the servants of God (Exodus 14:9) and inasmuch as the servants of God are required by Ezekiel 3:18-19 to warn the wicked, we Christians, do hereby issue this proclamation.

Be it known that we have been baptized for the remission of sins in accordance with Acts 2:38, and thus have been redeemed by the precious blood of Jesus Christ (I Peter 1:18-19) and born again (I Peter 1:23). Accordingly, we are children of God (Galatians 3:26), thus property of Jesus Christ (I Corinthians 3:23), and part of the body of Jesus Christ (Ephesians 5:30).

Therefore be it known by any group or individual who would wickedly devise or attempt to harm Christian men or their households, that such attempt to harm will bring such group or individual into a state of war against Almighty God, even as Saul of Tarsus found himself persecuting not simply the Christians, but Christ Jesus Himself (Acts 9:15). Furthermore be it known that God does and will surely avenge the blood of His servants, and render vengeance upon His adversaries (Deuteronomy 32:43). Be it known also that, should any wicked person attempt to harm Christians, they will invoke against the perpetrator(s) imprecatory prayer to said avenging God, not unlike the prayer recorded in the 58th and 83rd Psalms.

Public Law 97-280, which was passed by both houses of the Congress of the United States of America, declares that the Bible is the word of God, and that the citizens of the United States of America should "study and apply the teachings of the Holy Scriptures." Let therefore any who would attempt to harm Christians take heed. The following passage of Scripture is given in conclusion of this proclamation. CAVEAT!

"For if we go on sinning willfully after receiving the knowledge of the truth, there no longer remains a sacrifice for sins, but a certain terrifying expectation of judgment, and THE FURY OF A FIRE WHICH WILL CONSUME THE ADVERSARIES. Anyone who has set aside the Law of Moses dies without mercy on the testimony of two or three
witnesses. How much more severe punishment do you think he will deserve, who has trampled under foot the Son of God, and has regarded as unclean the blood of the covenant by which he was sanctified, and has insulted the Spirit of grace? For we know Him who said, 'VENGEANCE IS MINE; I WILL REPAY.' And again, 'THE LORD WILL JUDGE HIS PEOPLE.' It is a terrifying thing to fall into the hands of the living God."

(Hebrews 10:26-31)